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Foreword
THE ARTS AND SKILLS OF COMMUNICATION

Language education prOgramS designed to prepare Oeor4a's stu-
dents for confemporary life roles most be based upon the communica-
tions needs of people as individuals, citizens, consumers and producers
in a rapidly changing society. Thezbrts and sk,ills of the communication
proceSs include those tools necessary for the critical consumption.of
messages observing, listening, viewing and reading and those
tools necessary for the effective transmission of messages thinking,
acting, speaking and composing,

A

o

Commu.nications curricula for, local school systems must be based '
upon the needs, concerns, interests and experiences of the Idcal

\Istudent population, Instructional program must include all of the
communications operations necessary for f uency in contemporary
society.

.
%. . :.

. A Framework for Mass Communications in the Communicative
Arts serves as a resource for local school system curriculum planners
and language instructors who want to incorporate or expand mass
media studies in the total Communicative Arts program.

j
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Introduction
-<<, A i nAMEIA(ORK FOR MASS COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES

IN THE COMMUNICATIVE ARTS

A 1971 Resolution on Media Literacy passed by the National
,Council of Teachers oftEnglish.(N.C.T..) encouraged language edu-
cators to "explore, m6e vigorously, the relationship of the Xarning
and teaching of media literacy to.other col cerns of English instruc-
tion and, further, that this exploration be made in the total context
of the developmInt of the student's ability to control and direct his

'own.life." Prior to this movement by N.C.T.E., most English teachers

instructional tool. Student mass communications product' n experi-
ences had been lirAted to school media, especially the yearbook,
literary magazine and newspaper. ,\ >, i

In the face of the communications re lut ion of the 1960's and
1 0's, curriculum planners and English nstructors have recognized
the eed for mass media stuqies within t e discipline of.English or
Com unicalive.Arts. This need stems fro a primary goal of educa--
tion i Georgia to prepare young people f r contempdrary life roles.

Ther: is increasing public and or of essio al concern with the Ora-.
doxical ature of the American mass medi which exists to inform,

media re lect societal values and confli is o do' they attack societal
1ttypersti de, to entertain and to make afmo etary profit. Do the mass

values any increase conflicts? Are the mass ediaguardians of the
sta'tus quit orsadical vehicles for soctlal chan ? Are newt and infor-
mation fa tual and unbiased reports or is sut data manipulated or
suppressed by' media agencies? Does the medi industry use "public
airways" r public good or private.interests? hat are the economic,
social and psychological effects of the mass media onthe individuals
making up merican society?

In Amer 'an society, the mass media provide to the world.
Local, regiy sal, national and global reality are whal, is only indirectly
perceived through'these media. Thebetter a stqdent understands the
roles and functions of these media, the more c early the world is
seen. The primary objective's for the inclusion of mass media studies
in the'secondary curriculum are to insure that students have the life-,
long tools with which to gauge the merit of the view of reality and
fantasy which the mass media provide and that students can critically
receive the informative, entertaining and/or persuasive messages of
the mass media.,

Secondary students need a comprehensive understanding of.wha-t

re"
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the masmedia are, hoCArthey function, how they developed and hOw4..,..%.A..
they affect the lives of the indjviduals Secondary students need Ati-

critical thinking, listening, reading and viewing skills to combat Ihe
intense role the mass media play in American society- If the Impact
of the mass media is/questioned2consider the sheer dimensionsi of
the media in the Uflited Stafesx

Over 35,000 new books are published annually.
Over 9,600 periodicals are published with sales exceecqij 3,000,000
daily.
Over 11,000 newspapers are published in the U S.
Over 45,000,000 attend movies each week
Over 450 movies are pi-oduced annually
Over 372,000,000 radios stay tuned to 7,430 AM and FM stations. .
Over 108,000,000' television sets stay tuned to 931 TV.stations
covering 99 percent of the U S households..

By the time tlt)e average American student leaves high-school, fie
will have spent rnuchmore time watching TV (about 23,000 hours)
than attending classes By the time the contempOrary student reaches
age 65, he will have spent at least nine foil years of his life watching
television To contrast the impact of the electronic communications

'media wii print media, consider-,that more than 50 percent o,f all
Americans ha\dd not read a,complete.liook since leaving high school.

ft 0,

Becquseof the media explosion in tweriyth century America, the
media are not only a separate discipftne worthy of full study as a
content area in the secondary schoolurri&JILIm, but are also an
important segment of any communication pr English program ,

English teachers can no longer consider only intrapersonal and inter-
personal communiNtions, map Communications stuclibs are crucial
preparation for contemporary iiferoles.

a

The mass media are becorrfing increasingly accessible as vehicles of
expression for teachers and students., The media are primary sources
of contemporary information, entertamni.ent,,education and persua-
slob The media provide an ifistantanearsrecci'ding Qf U.S. history
and 'culture. Such functions necessitate -the full inclusion c4 mass
communications studies in the Georgia COmmunicanve Arts
curriculum.

.

1VDeker, Francis H :and VoeVer, L A. Ed., Mass Media Forctig in Our Society
1New York, N Y. narcourt eBraoe, Jovanovich: Inc., 1975), Pt '8.

1
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Goals
FOR MASS COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES
COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CURRICULA .

The.student should be able to Utilize critical listeninrg, viewing and
readirig discriminations in response to the mass media.
The student should recognize the power andinfluence_otthe mass
media upon American society

" The student-should recognize the protection afforded the American
society through the existence of a free-press media.
The student iShoCld be aware of the deliberate use and misuse of
mass communications to manipulate or deceive media consumers.
The student should be able to createand communicate messages
through appropriate Mediums of mass comm nations.
The student should reAnize the ways in vviiiich mass media provide
and shape various perceptions of the world

Content
The Communication Process

Intrapersonal
Interpersonal
Mass communicatio

I I. Components of Communication Process

Source
Message

Medium
Audience

III. 'Relationships Between Source; Message, Medium, Audience

7

1

- Audience analysis Authorial tone, Stance, role
Occasion analysis Medium

IV. Complexities of Mass Communication Processes

Inadequateinformation about audtfance for source
Lack of immediate or cklailed feedback
Distance between source and audience

7



V.

VII.
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Message distortion
Selective receptibn ",

Partial retention _

Shared source responsibilities due to characteristics of
media vehicles
Audience size

Mass Media Communication Vehicles

.Newspapers
Bo Oks
Magazines.
Advertising
School media

Radio
Television
Film

. Public relations
Other medij.

Characteristics of American Mass Communications System

Dimensions and influence
Freedom of the press
Economic profit motive base

Functions of American Mass Media
*

.1-o influence or persuade
To inform and educate
To entertain
To transmit culture
To profit

r

VIII. Historical Develyymenfof the Mass Media Timeline

Johann Gutenberg's invention of movable type 1440's
First colonial newspaper, "Publick Occurrences Both
Foreign and Domestick" 1690
1700's AEra of pro-independence propagandists
Precedent for fry-Dress John Peter Zenger trial 1735
Introduction of stereotyping 1805
Invention of steam-powered press 1814
First telegraph message, Samuel Morse, 1844
Associated press of New York formed 1848 '
First permanently successful transatlantic cable laid 1866.
Developrtent of process to make low cost newsprint 1867

evelop*t of photoengraving 1872
In -ntion of telephone 1876
Inve non of phonograph 1877
Linotype first used in newspaper operation 1886'
Develop erYt of Eastman film 1889
First wirele s message sent 189510

.1
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First story motion picture, "The Great Tram Robber\<'
1903
Radio voice and music transmissions 1906
United Press organized 1907
First full radio program, Election F=eturns Broadcast KKA
Pittsburg, 1920
First radio,commerctals 1921

FCC created by Federal Communication Act 1934
First television programming 1930's
Teletypesetters used for wire stories 1952
Russia's Sputnik I 1957
America's Telestar 1 1962

IX. Historical DeVelopment of the Mass Media Social; Political
and Economic Trends

t X.

Rise of democracy =, open vote k.
,Mass education
Industrial Revolution
Urbanization ,

Technological revolution
Redistribution of wealth
Commu"nications revolution A
Telecommunications era

Controls on Ameridan Mass Media

Government regulations Advertising controls
Public regulations MonopOly controls
Inkstry regulations Sourde controls

).

Xl. Characteristics of Media

. Speed
Coverage depth
Coverage breadth
Safuration
Duration
Audience scope"
Availability
Economic base
Ownership and management
Credibility
Publication process

XI I. Critical Consumption of Mass Communicdtions

Viewing

0
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Listening
Reading
Propaganda
,Unidentified sources
Credfbility vs. bias

"b.

MO.

Fact vs. opinion . ,.
Reliability of news and information sources
Influence of advertising on content coverage and editorial
role, tone, stance .
Validated facts vs. reported-allegations

XIII. Contemporary Issues' ''
i

Socio-bsychoiogical Influences
Public service vs. 'private enterprrse .

Effects of one medium upon others
Effects of mass media upon mass culture
Television violencerChildrens advertising
Realistic vs. irriagined standard of living
Effects of media 9n Rolitiq-al campaigning
Control of news thfough editorial selection process
Dominance of advertising
Monopoly vs. compeution
Court restriction on freedom of the press
CATV information utility ..

4
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XIV . School 'Media

Yearbook
Newspapers
Literary magazines

Photography !-- film making
Advertising brochures (sports)

Pamphlets, booklets, programs

XV. Careers in Mass Communications

Varieties of career opportonittes in written and-verbal arts

Advertising copywriter
Advertising manager

. Author
Dramatist
Editor'
Journalist
Lecturer
Librarian
Linguist

' ... .
. Varieties of career

1.J

.
Poet
Public relations manager
Publisher
Reporter
Researcher
Script writer

*Speech writer.
Translator

opporp.ini
cues

in media arts

1 s.

,
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Book publisher
Broadcasting engineer
Camera operator'
Cartoonist
Disc jockey
Film director
Film maker
Film producer
Graphic artist

Newscaster
Photographer
Play producer
Pr-inter
Record publisher
Sound operator
T.V/raclio announcer
TV /radio host or hostess

Varieties of career opportunines in fine arts or in performing
arts \

Actress or actor Composer
Architect Conductor
Art critic Dancer
Art curator Disc jockey .

Art exhibit director Mime
Art historian Musician
Art teacher Photographer

. Artist Play director
Commercial artist Singer

Necessity of coinmunicativelluency for all vocations a-rir--,
avocations t.'

Necessity of multicareer planning and-preparation

TechnolOgical developments affecting communications labor,
market

Roles and qincticins of employees in communications
, positions

ra, Qualifications and entry routes for communications careers

- Working E o n d 1 t 1 o n s , rewards and benefits of communications
careers. ,.

\

I
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. Determining Instructional
Prbgra`rn Objectives -t

t

Instructional objectives of educational pro§orns designed to prepare
Georgia's students for contemporary life roles should be based upon
the slucient's Communication needs aS individuals, citizens, consumers
and producer.s in:a .rapidly changing society.

This irrisultim resource is not intended as a guide for the-study of
mass medi' as a discrete discipline,rather, this resource defrnesmass
media as a extension of the basic communication proceeHence, the
instruction.) objectives are designed to facilitate fluency in the
communicative arts. ) t .'

/

.0Cserving,
Listening
Viewing
Reading .

Thinking
Acting
Speaking
Composing

A communicative arts°curriculum inclusive of rn)ass media studies
should emphasize the dual themes of consumption and production

(1) Critrbal reception of ma§scomrpunications messages...
(2) Effective transmission of communication'messagq..through

appropriate media vehicles

To accomplish-these emphases, the inStru'cUonal plan Must insure 8
general understanding of the role of mass me is in contempordy
society and the specific effects of mass commjnications upon the
individuals that make up tontemporary.society.

I

I.
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Instructional Object' Vas
For Mass Communications

The students will be able to 4: stt

.

, Differentiate among the classes of intrversonal, interpersonal and
mass communications
Distingulshlour essentials )(source message, medium, audience) of
the communication process.
Analyze relationships-among source, messagA, medium and audience.
Identify primary corrivnication vehicles comprising America%
mass media.
Analyze complexities distinguishing mass communications from
interpersonal communications
Evaluate degree of saturation of mass media in contempdrary
society.
Identify legal freddoms accoFded mass media under the First 'Amend-

. ment of the Constitution"11

. Explain privacy rights of individuals as protection from the mass
media. g

Analyze profit making economic, base of mass-media:
Describe the economic flow frc7irn consumer to advertiser to producer
of mass media.
Describe the five primary fun ns of mas%medi
Analyze the fulfillment of Tolfo ation functions by all,m4r:mass
media. A

Analyze the fulfillment of persuasive functions -by all major mass
medlar.
Analyze the fulfillment of entertainment functions by all major,
mass media.
Explain how mass media prov4es instantaneous records of cultural
history of modern society

. a Demonstrate how mass media depiction of standards of living affect
contemporary living standards.
Appraise influence of technology upon mass media.

''Summarize relationship between the spread of U.S. democracy and
voting rights and the political impact of mass media.
Compare informative fundtions of mass media and growth of mass
educational system of U.S.

%Ap4,Ne relatio9ships between expansion and influence of'mass
me is and U.S, ipdustrial revolution. ,

Explain relationship between U.S. urbanization and development '!

of mass media.

16
Analyze relationships between,U§S. technological revolution and
expansion and ristrfg influence ofmass media., ,

13
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, Explain role of mass communications in twentieth century redistri-
bution.of wealth in U'S.
9efine"dbrnmunications revolution."
Explaip.licensing grant and renewal powers of the Federal Commu-
nicatiotis Commission.
Leine the FCC "Equal Time" regulations on broadcasting
programming.

. Define the FCC "Olocenity" regulation on broadcasting
prbgrarnming.
Define the FCC'"Farrness Doctrin e" regulations on broadcasting
programming.

. Explain government co ntrol of printed media through postal mail
permits.
Analyze government control of mass communications through
antitrust legislation.
Evaluate government protection of freedom of th(\ press through
First Amendment

. Describe media protection under U.S. copyright laws.
Define libel and slander.
Explain rating.surveys and their effects on content or prograrriming

"1-- of mats media.
Evaluate the-effect of product boycotts on sponsorship and

.programming. ,

Analyze the influences and limilktions of conduct codes on the
media industry. k N .

Explain the effects of ratinglancr au-dience surveys on news and
information coverage.
Explain the effets of rating surveys on program advertiser's:
Analyze the monopolistic aspects of major national networks and
chains.
Describe limited access to news as method of source control of
mass media.

- Explain confidentitlfty rights of media sources.
Qiscuss medium's unique advantages and disadvantages based orr
speed, 'coverage, saturation, duration_and availability..

6 Analyze influence of newspapers, radid and television based on
audience size and coverage.
Differentiate between factual and editorial content.

*Distinguish Oetween fa'cts and personal opinions or'preferences.
Distinguish between validated fats and reported-allegations in
media messages.
Assess the probable reliability of media message sources.
Understand the influences of advertisin,g on personal buying habi/s.

State definitions of he Propaganda deyices of mass media and
identify, such devices in mass media massages as

°

Glittering generality Name calling
Card slacking Testimonial

14
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Plain forks
Band wagon

Transfer
Elitism

, Identify visual pers lesion techniques, including logical processes
and affective appeals such as use of colOr, placement, sequence

'and repetition.
Differentiate between visue fact (representation) and visual fiction
(creation/fabricattoh).
Differentiate between visual fe t crepreserttation) aiad visual
metaphor (imagery, allegory, fantasy).
Differentiate between.visual,fact (representation) and visual co?-
mentary (selection /slanting).

` Recognize visual appeals (color, shape, faMiliarity).
Recognize visual stereotypes in film and television; inclUding
hero/heroine, villain, map', woman, child, family, professional,
ethnic group.
Differentiate bet e'en visual logic and visual fallacy.
Select and appreciate vievN\ng materials of pre established
personal criteria.
Maintain a distinction between reality and the image of reality,
between visual territories and visual maps.
Distinguish main idea of media message's from supporting or
irrelevant detail.
Summarize media messages.by paraphrasing who-what-where-wfien-
how-why.
Explain the influence of advertising on editot'ial role, tone and
stance.

; Demonst'late the effects of editorial biaseand attitudes o n media
presentations.
Analyze non-verbal symbols of, communication used;in television
ritogramming and visual advertising.
Evaluate objecteity of media coverage.

° Recognize the distjnOt structure of a news story. ,

Distinguish between,straight news presentations,and,interpretative
presentations.
Explair.,how news content is contrVIled through editorial selection
process.'
Explain how information function of media is controlled
advertising interests.
identify career opportunities in communications fields.
Obtain and evaluate current labor market information a
corrimiinications careers.
Identifyitraininglikxperience and entry skills required for
careers in communications industry.

4k through

out

given

Demonstrate proper employment application procedures for com-
munications industry (resumes, inquiry letters, application forms,
interviews).
Discuss working conditions, rewards-and benefitsigf given careers
in communications industry.
Evaluateghe effects of given careers on one's personalafestyl. ,

4
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Abbreviated List Of
Instrbetional

Activities For Mass
Communications Studies

SAMPLE MEDIA AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

Work in small groups to research and respond throUgh a written,
oral or audiovisual presentation to one of the following essay
questions. .

1. How do new movies or TV programs question the prevailing
values of American life? ,

I

2. .How do new movies or TV programs incorporate the mythof
the constant search for a better way of life?

3. How are contemporary movies or TV programs focused in a'
personal way on-American traditions and values?

4. Why are theme and director as important-, if not more so, than
starring actors and actresses in contemporary niovies and TV
programs? ..oe"

.,

5. How dooaudiences identify with characters in movies or TV
programs?

programs stereotype
r.

6. How do contemporary movies and Tstereotype
characters? .

7. How do current TV programspr films deal with the same basic
su ct in slightly different ways? .-

1

Compare/contrast the attitudes toward Indians irr contempO'rary-
westerns as opposed to traditional westerns.

.
Log your TV watching for one full week and list your own "viewer.
characteristics!'
Contrast the treatment of (a) violence (b) racial problems (c) sex in
contemporary movies and TV programs with the treatment in the
era frorm1930-50 or 1950-60 and prepare class presentation to
report findings. ,. , ,

distingt.iish be4ween film`genre (crime movies, war movies, biogra-
; phies, love stories, westerns, etc.) and identify examples of each

genre on current television. Prepare class presentation to report
findings. . .

Loa prime time TV programs for a week to (a) cite examples of
violence, and (W.-categorize types of violence. Prepare class presen-
tation to-reF3ort your findings.

4

.
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Log prime time TV for a week to cite treatment of sensitive subject
4. matter that would not have been presented in 1930's-50's. Prepare

class presentation to report your findings.
In a grouP, tog programming for one full day for fourseparate
radio channels: Chart pfogram differences and present to class.

I Interview a lo4,4ITV station.or radio station manager to determine
programming policies and cost and report your findthgs to the
class.
Research the casts of advertis g time on local and national broad-:
casting mediums. Charf result for class.
Research-the costs of advert] rig space -in a variety of local news-
papers and regional: Idcal or ational periodicals. Chartcomparison
results for class
List as many media as you an which extendeach of the following.

Sight
Hearing
Touch
Thinking
Memory

In written, oral or tape/slide essay, explain how media can be used
to control man's environment.
Explain the impact of print and audiovisual technology on either
(a) education (b)advrtising (c) U.S. Standard of living (d) myth of
"Am6rican Qream" (e) revolution (f) individualism,
Argue pto or con the'statement that "television has made Movies,
newspapers.and radio obsolete
Arrange for y,our peeps to tour a radio station, television station or
newspaper plant.
Name and give examples of at least 10 different ways kr! which the
mass media provide entertainment.
Name and giye examples of at least five different ways in which the
mass media provide information
Identify at 'bast five units of mass media which are aimed at the
general public.
Identify at least 10 units of mass media which are wiled toward
specifit audiences.

. , :
State briefly in your own words the,concept,of "free press."
State the legal basis for freedom of the preSs.
Evaluate selected situation in whichffeedom of the press is an
issue.
L'ist public service responsibilities of newspapers, radio, television
and identify articles or programs that indicate acceptance of
responsibilities
Locate examples'of irresponsibility in newspapers, on radio or
television.

a Read the program codes governing newspapers, radio or television

rr.
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and cite examples of programs which do not conform to those

Si

CONSUMER AWARENESS ACTIVITIES
1 .

State definitions of the propaganda devices of mass media and
,identify such devices in mass media messageS.

Glittering generality 'Marne-calling
'Card stacking 'Testimonial

, Plain folks Transfer
Band wago,n Elitism

Locate propaganda examples using (a ecohomic appeals (b) sensory
appeals (c) emotional appeals (d) "I" appeal (e)
Selett some of the 15 ways ads try, to convince consumers to buy.
Use magazine and newspaper ads, writing on the ads what the
advertiser's pitch is.

The basic ad simple
advertising message

Eye.appeal ,

Happy'family appeal
An expert's opinion
Famous people
Everybody likes ...
Snob appeal
Youth appeal
Symbols (trademarks)

Ifs new
The humble approach'
Statistics

'Concern for the4public good
Romantic appeal
Humor .

Labor saving
Time saving
Thrift

0

Name at least five common'Athods of advertising other than in
newspapers. e

Locate categories of classified advertisements by use of the classi-
fication index in newspapers.
State characteristics of a well written classified ad and distinguish
between goockand poor examples.
Given a list of information, write a satisfaCtory;Flassified.ed.
Identify examples of propaganda devices in advertising content and
write originaLadvertisements.using each of the propaganda devices.
Identify information not included in advertisements that would be
useful to the consumer.
List the characteristics of a good advertisement from the point of
view of the adverti r.
List the characteristi s of a good advertisement froe point of
view of the consume
Identify the'hature o th appeal MIcle to the onsurner by each of
several selected advertis ents.
Maintain scrapbook Illustrating different types of basic propaganda.

18.
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Name calling Plain folks
Transfer Card stacking
Testimonial Glittering generality
Band wagon Elitism

Use newspaper or magazine ads.

Maintain scrapbo of newspaper or magazine ads illustrating basic
appeals of ads to c sumers.

The basiC ad Symbols
Eye appeal Newness'
Happy family appeal Humble appeal`
Expert opinion Statistics
Famous people Labor saving
Everybody likes ... Time saving

fT Snob appeal Thrift
Youth appeal

Prepare poster display of 10 newspaper or magazine ads on economic
appeals,
Save time, save money.
Prepare poster display of 10 newspaper or magazine ads on sensory
appeals.
Sight, sound, taste, touch, smell
Prepare poster display of 12 newspaper or magazine ads on emotional
appeals.
Shock method, anxiety-fear method, sex

, Prepare poster display of 12 newspaper or magazine ads on personal
appeals.
Snobbery,.self-tamily preservation, social acceptance, civic pride
Prepare poster display of 12 newspaper or magazine ads Containing
simple fallacies of logic. , 4-

Reverse psychology, creation of false image, use of name personality
Design an advertising campaign for simulated product. Indicate
audience, product data, mediums for ads. Include series of pictured
advertisements for each medium (at least 12 ads).
Prepare poster of,collage illustrating different ads from a variety of
mediums by one product; i.e. Colgate Toothpaste as advertised in
Ebony, Atlanta Journal, Reader's Digest, Daily World, Essence,
Field and Stream,,Ladies Home Jownal, Town and Country, Harpers.
Demonstrate to class the differenceVin product's presentation from

..one magazine to another.
.

1
Write six ads for a simulated product to appear in,siX different types I
of magazines. Indicate appeals and propaganda devices as they differ 1
for each magazine. .
Arrange for a guest speaker from mass media profession to visit class
and discuss advertisIng and propaganda.
Arrange for a film dr filmstrip on propaganda, persuasive devices or

U
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,consumer advertising. Orderfilm,prepare class, show film, conduct
follow-up activities.
Make "mixed ad" games cuttingpictrire, heads and print aort and
scrambling them. Provide game directions for reassembling parts of
ads,

.Make an advertising crossword puzzle for classmates. Ditto puzzle
and distribtite to Blass.
Reword 10 ads supplied by instructor so that different appeals and
propaganda devices are used. Identify change in appeals and deyices.
Prepare a scrapbook of advertising symbols, logos or tradAarks
using 25 companies

SAMPLE CRITICAL CONSUMER SKIIIL ACTIVITIES

Lead a class scavenger hunt
Use your neMpaper 'and find the following

a Total,numberof pages in newspaper
Sectipn titles r.
Name of front page hea lines

.4\lurnhitr cplumns across page
Number of pictures On front page

.t, Four (4) abbreviatibns wall translations
Subject of dne of'Ant2 Landers' letters or-Ele and Walt COlumn _
',A'ttvo (2) sentence smary of-the weather report
.TV1i4fitVor !Monday night, Channel ( ), 8 p.m.

eriv cf.Pulary words used in a sentence "
c cOs inthe sports section

T*ave4,arc
oriS i :

4er To t1-11
de, Aii to t 1-1aper

NriimariZein'a short paragraph the main idea of a front page
Ode.
ame the five W's and one H of a front page article.
ho, what, when, where, why and how

. ocate major sections of the paper by using the index and identify
k;,

urnmarize news articles by answering who, what, where, when and
by questipns.
ummarize news articles by stating the main points of each.

4 Distinguish between factual and editorial content.
Qistinguish betweep validated facts and reported allegations in
media messages.

,_ Identify source's of information in articles,
Assess the probable reliability of media message sources using a list

..0f media programs supplied by the instructor. -

Identify factual content and non-factual content included in news

41.
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articles and editorials. ,

O Translate information contained in newsPaper or magazinbles -'
or graphs_ to narrative statements.
Write appropriate fictitious captions for photographs, artdons and
editorial cartoons.
Use posterboard to create "stdryboard" TV programs. Ma a t p

minute documen-tay about ' topic.
Create slide/tape programs for the class. .s

Create and tape radio scripts for the class.
Write drama, in scriptform for radio and

. . .
,

SAMPLE COMMUNICATIONS CAREERS ACTIVITIES
t

Throt,fgh research about the mass media and v, terviews with local
repres rqatives of the media, identify five possible career options
each in the areas ofradio broadcasting, television broadcasting,

"newspapers, magazine or book publishing, advertising and public
relatkins,

. .

In'vest'igate one career option from each area of the mass media in
terms of the following.

. .%

Job description ,

Training, skills and experience for job entry
Working conditions, benefits7rewards

. Current labor market demskids ...4 .
Effects of 'jobs on Irfe styles

_' %

.. Prepare a packet of carder awareness materials containing the
followrg.

IDne personal besume
Four classified ad r.communications-lated positions
Sample inquiry le rs responding to the four classified ads
Completed job application for ,supplied by Ole instructor

Selects.10'career choices from elds other than the communications
industry Describe each:Caree .option and explain the communica-
tion skills necessary for each position.

,

Interview anyone in the community mass media market about job
) stability, prdmotion routes and multi-Career options for that industry.

i.
P-rsent your findings 'to the class. $

Arrange for representatives of the local media to speak to the class
about (a) part-time jobs for highschool students, and (b) current
career potential of the media.
Arrange for staff members of the school mass media to 'speak to
the class describing their roles in the production of high school
media.(7 24j
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Compare and contrast any three careersUich interest yc in
(a) written and verbal arts, (b) medt arts and (c) fine arts or per-
forming arts. Select the one career most suitable for you based on
the following!'

,

Job description ' Salary, rewards, benefits
Training, skills for entry Relations Of career to other'careers
Experience fof entry Effects of job on lifestyle
Working conditions Your personal evaluation of the job

'

tr
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Mass CommunicatiOns
inThe

Communicative Arts
SAMPLE LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

Independent Media Project Inquiry

Unit Schedule (Based on 30 Students) to Seven Weeks

2 Days Instructorcdirected discussions about mass media
1 Day Discyss.pncieiect independent project inquiries for

one, two or, (1-gee 'member group projects'
.2 Days Instructor-directed technicalassistan6e
10 Days Investigative time for studenk. Instructor serves as

consultant resource and obser'ves inquiry process
15 20 Days Project findings presentations by groups and class

critical reactions and evaluations
2-Days Instructor-directed sunimariz#tion of unit, reports

on evaluations of I.P.I.'s
qV

Unfit ActivVies

A. Given a list of options by the instructor, seleCt one "Mass Media
Message" such as a movie, television program, radio program ,

series of advertisements or,the lily issue of the 'newspaper
,

-... .

.

B. Investigate the media message selected for study to determine

1 What are the PURPOSES of the communication? How can
you tell the purposefrorThcontent, tone, style, form? Would
another medium better accomplish the purpose; if so, how?

2. What are the THEMES of the communication? How can
you determine main ideas? Did;the media vehicle fit the ce-

theme and would other media work to communicate that
theme?

3. For what specific AUDIENC s the media message pre-
pared? How did pvOgram c ten; and/or advertising sponsor-
ship match the audience? What are the demogr4aphic charac-
teristics of the audience of this media communication? How
did MI determine these cha'racteristics?..What is rerationshiP
between the author/composer/editor and the subject, the
audience? How did you determine auLhorial attitudes? 0
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4. For what OCCASION was the media messageprepared? How
was the placement of the messagt determined and was it
effective (i.e. programming slot for T.V. shows) in that
placement?

5. What is message DISTORTION? What' different interpreta-
tions of the messagtudied are likely? VVItat factors of the-
communication vehicle allowed distortion and what factors
limited it?

6. What are SELECTIVE RECEPTION and PARTIAL
RETENTION? How did you, as viewer, listener-d'r reader,
determine your degree of attentiveness to the message? What
factors would normally cause you to be less attentive (i.e.
commercial,breaks, interrupting conversation, snacking) to
the message?

7. How many SOI.AGIES existed for the media message /ou
studied? What role or influence did each source play,in pre-
paring the message? Which source was most crucial to you,
the viewer/listener/reader, and why? Consider sources such
as author, editors, cameramen, photographer,\artist. What
credibility or bias did the sources convey and how? c." -

What other mass Communications VEHICLES could have been
used effectively to convey the media message you studied?
What changesp source, message, medium characteristics
and audience'would have curred if other vehicles had
been 'utilized?

9 What degrees of OBJECTIVITY and SUBJECTIVITY were
present in the media message studied? What factors con-
tributed to objectivity and subjectivity (consider such aspects
as tone, stance, imagery, visual and verbal symbols, language,
placement of program, advertising, sponsorship). .

10. WhichQROPAGANDA de-vices and appeals were utilized ine
progr'am content and advertising?
Evaluate the effectiveness of the propaganda devivkand
techniques in relationship to audience demographic characte-..

nstics, medium utilized, prggram placement, program con--'"
tent. How could the propaganda have been more effective?
What other devices and/or propaganda appeals could have
been utilized effectively and how? .

11. What INFLUENCES did the media message have upon you
as far as attitudes, opinions, buying preferences, awareness,
concepts, standards,are concerned? How did the message
helpbring about chgnges in influencing you? How coyld
the message have had a greater impact on your

12. Identifythe.F UNCTIONS of The media mess* and the
CRITERIA by which you evaluated the message.

Select and prepare one of the following projects to-report your
investigative findings to the.class.

1
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1. Written expository report which is reproduced for distribu-
tion to entire class and which is critically discussed one
half-hour group discussion directed by you.

2. Slide/tape show reporting your findings to the class followed
by one half-hour up discussion directed by you.

3. Super 8 move ocbimentary about your investigation shown
to class and ollowed by one half-hour group discussion
directed by

-Dramatic simulations, panel discussions or debates to report
your findings! In'volVe total class in the presentation through

^direct ,partitipation or question -and answer session

Unit Evaluation

Evaluation of the) P,Lwill be as follows.

Instructor observation of the inquiry proces -- 10 percent
(b) Peer evaluation of'report of your findings 40 percent
(c) Instructor-student conference discussing the investigzr

prOjett 30 percent
(d) Self evaluation of (1) inquiry process, and (2) validity of

*elusions 20 Pe/cent

Unit Resources

Mah ,tory Student access to either (a) newspaper, (b) magazine,
'(e) radid, (d) television or (e) motion picture Access
may be during school hoirs or atLhome.

Mandatory 7 Student access to'a general classroom library of
reference and handbook materials on the mass media
or textbooks May be on.loan from school or regional
libraries.

Desirable Inexpensive cameras andfilm, visual maker, tape
recorder or cassette recorder, mimeograph or dupli-
cator equipment and supplies, super 8 movie camera,
film'and access to projector, funds to °develbp film or
school darkroormwith chemicals

Added Bonus Access to video tape'equipment .

25
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-) Mass Communications
In. The

Communicative Arts
SAMPLE LEARNING ACTIVITY UNIT

Kitsch-Kink

I ,
Acceptance by society of so called efficient" means of mass pro-

duction has caused many people to protest a subsequent loss of indi-
viduality. The selection of kitsch suggests an identification with mass
production at the sacrifice of authenticity This unit of study examines

. the tVal and tMagined effects oit the tnats media upon individualism

-

Instructional Objectives -,../. .
, .,

Upon completion of this unit of study, students will be able to

Identify kitsch as "Artistic or literary material held to be of low
quality, often produced to appeal to popular taste and marked
especially by sentimentalign, sensationalism and slickness ".
Identify-examples of kitschcin the mass media.
Analyze the relationsb4p between kitsch and a materialistic Society.
Demonstrate how a hypothetical person can becQme "nor to
society through a media developed image.
Demonstrate the understanding that an ability to recognize kitsch
can bean initial step in developing aesthetic Judgement and,personal
apprecidtion of art

Content

Kitsch in films, television, advertising, magazines, art and literature.
Media produced group identities

liBasic advertising techniques and pressures
Truth vs. image in television and film ,
Characterizations through mass'media.-
Critical standards.

Instructional Activities

Read and "discuss Daniel Bo'orstein's commentary on America as
imao-oriented society
Locate aria display examples of kitsch from magazines and ne4s-

,

26
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e rs Show what categories of krtsch are illustrated,
ad and experiment with group pressure techniques-illustrated in

he Elusive Truth, 1973, Scbtt Foresan Company
Create original kitsch designs to-silk screen on tee shirts, Osiers or
cloth' hangings.

. Use a persuasion box.to identify. ropaganda techniques used in
.the mass media. -

Prepare poster display of basic propagandaitethniques band wagon,
glittering generalities, card stacking, plain folks, name calling,
testimonial, transfer, elitism.
Distinguish between visual fact and-visual imagery in television
program characterizations.
Identify stereotyping in television roles by using five brased stereo-
types from current progrdms.
Research, in small groups, political advertising campaigns Report

, to class your findings on Costs, created images, visual and verbal ,

techniques, propaganda devices.
Resparch, in small groups, economic categories of standards of
living in the United States Compare realistic conditions with media
advertising depictions of U.S. standards of
Critique any selected media messages for demonstration of kitsch
categories as defined by Gillo Dorf les-in'Kitsch: The World of Bad
Taste. Defend your judgement in panel discussions'involving class
members
repare segmenfative cornpoSition on the position. "Kitsch is

mencans consume to indicate individuality while, in reality,
Americans succeed only in proclaiming themselves as creatures of
a mass society.
Prepare charts or posters illustrating groups or collective agencies
to which you, as%an individual, belong.

_Role play television characters under categories of "Be Tough'
like ," "Be Funny like ," "Be Attractive
like ," "BeKind like
Using any televisions-erres currently shown weekly, show the over-
simplification of stereotyping.
Particiin a panel discussion on the question "Has Titevision
Turne&Violence intoanAesthetic Experience?" using aspects of
physical and mental violence from current prograMming.

Evaluation

70 percent on class and project participation
20 percent on presentation to,class group (one is required minimum)
10 percent on final exam composition Through a written, visual
or oral composition, define your personal ndards for aesthetic
appreciation giving examples of mass me which are kitsch items
according to your standards-. In your comp ition, use all categories
of kitsch and illustrate from all major media vehicles.

0
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Materials

-

A Creative Look at Film Arts 7 Sister Jeanette AliNader, Educational
' 1 mpact,1973

Shootout on the Silver Screen Kit, Perfection Form Company
All the President's Men, 1974, Bernstein and Woodward
Camera Angles Kit, Art and Man series Scholastic
Selling of the President, 1968, Joe McGinnis

- Mass Media: 01.ir Movihg Finger, 1973, Educational Impact
The Elusive Truth, 19737Scott Foresman <

"A Guided Tour of Kitsch," Jeffrey Shrahk, Media and Method,
January, 1973

"A Nation of Videos," Jeffrey Shrank, Media and Method, April, 1975
Kitsch: The World of Bad Taste 'Gillo Dorf les

1
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R6sburce Materials For
Mass Media Instructors
And Curriculum Planners

Media An Introductory Analysis of American Mass Communication,
Prentice Hall

Journalism In The Mats MediaGinn & Company
_Reviewing For The Mass Media, Chilton Book Company
Art of Egiting The News, Chilton Book Company
Writer Photographer, Chilton Book Company
Fundamentals Of Journalism, McGraw Hill
Press Time, Prentice Hall
Coping With The Mass Media, McDougal Littell
Coping With Television, McDougal Littell

_Media and Communications (Domains Series), Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich

Language And e Newstand, Scribners
The New Journa ism, McGraw Hill
The Age Of Co unications, Goodyear
Mass Media And as4Communications In Society, Wm. C. Brown

Company
Mass Media Forc s In Our Society, Harcourt Brace Joyanovich
Television News, Hastings House
Journalism, Ody sey
Reporting, Holt inehart Winston
American Newspapers In The 1970's, Hastings House
The Medium An. The Maker, Holt Rinehart Winston
The Medium Is e Massage, Bantam Paperbacks
War And Peace I The Global Village, Bantam Paperbacks
Understanding M dia, Signet Paperbacks
McLuhan: Hot A d Cold, Signet Paperbacks
The Communicat.
Images Of Man, S
Communication
Literature Of The
To Kill A II/lessen
Reel To Reel, Mc
Development Of
Film And The Li,
Film: The Mediu
A'rt Of The Ameri
Living Images, Ha
The Art Of Decep

ve Arts, Hastings House
holastic Book Company
nd The Media, Scholastic Book Company
Screen, SCholastrc Book Company
er, Hastings House
ougal Linen ,

he Film, Harcourtti3ra_ceJovanovich
ral Arts, Holt Rinehart Winston
And The Maker, Holt Rinehart Winston
an Film, Anchor
pepRow
ion, D W. Brown, Inc.

20
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Development Of The Film, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
The McLuhan Explosion, American Book Company
Languages Of The Mass Media, D C. Heath
The Popular Arts In America, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
The Art Of The Film, Collier , ,:'.
The Language Of Man, McDougal Littell
T. V. Action Book, J. H. Casey
"Making Contact" Series, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

Media And Communication
Visual Persuasion
Print Media
Electric Media
Making Contact
A Time To ,Speak
NonVerbal Communication

.
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APPENDICES

ppendix A:
he Canons
f Journalism

In its"firs4 meeting in 192,' the American Society of Newspaper
Editors adopted a code of ethics which has beco4-ie known as the
Canons of Journalism

The primary function/of newspapers is to communicate to the
human race what its`members do, feel and think. Journalism, ttere-
fore,'demands of its practitibners the widest range of intelligence, of
knowledge, and of experience, as well as natural and trained powers
of observation and reasoning. To its opportunities as a chronicler are
indissolubly linked its obligations as teacher and interpretr---------_,

To the end of finding some means of codifying sound practice and .
just aspirations of American journalism, these canons are set forth

I. RESPONSIBILITY The right of a newspaper to attract and hold
readers is restricted by nothing but considerations of public
welfare. The use a newspaper makes of the share of public atten-
tion it gains serves to determine its sense of responsibility, which
it shares with every member of its staff.A journalist who uses
his power for any selfish or otherwise unworthy purpose is
faithless to a high trust.

II. FREEDOM OF THE PRESS .Freedom of the press is to be
guarded as a vital right of mankthd. It is the Unquestionable right
to discuss whatever is not explicitly forbidden by law, including
the wisdom of any restrictive statute.

. .

III. INDEPENDENCE Freedom from all obligations except that of
-fidelity to the public interest is vital.

1. Promotion of any private interest contrary to the genetal
welfare, for whatever reason, is not compatible with honest .

journalism. So-called news communications from private
sources should not be published without public notice of their
sourcesbr else substantiation of their claims tQ value as news,
both in form and subsPance.

.2. Partisanship, in editorial comment which knowingly departs
from the truth, does vtiolence to the best spirit of American
journalism, in the news columns it is subversive of a funda-
mental prinCiple of the profession.

31
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IV. SINCERITY, TRUTHFULNESS, ACCURACY 4-, Good faith with
the reader is the foundation of all journalism worthy of the name.

1. By every consideration of good faith a newspaper is con-
strained to be truthful. It is not to be excysed for lack of
thoroughriess or accuracy within its control, or failures to
obtain command of these essential qualities.

2. 'Headlines should be fully warranted by the contents of the
article which they surmount.

V.

VI.

IMPARTIALITY Sound practice makes clear distinction
between news reports and expressions of opinion. News reports
should be free from opinion or bias of any kind.

FAIR PLAY A newspaper should not *publish unofficial charges
affecting reputation or n\oral character without opportunity
given to the accused to belleard; right practice demands the giv-
ing of such opportunity in all cases of serious accusation outside,
judicial proceedings.

1. A newspaper should not invade private rights Of feelings with-
out sure warrant of public right as distinguished from public
curiosity.

2. It is the privilege, as it is the duty, of a newspaper 'to make
prompt and complete correction of its own serious mistakes
of fact or ppinjon whatdver their origin.

VII. DECENCY A newspaper cannot escape conviction of 'risky
cerity if, while professing high Moral purpose, it supplies incen-
tives to base conduct, such as are Ao be found in details of crime
and vice, publication of which is not demonstrably for the,/
general good.

- Lacking authority to enforce its canons, the journalism here
represented can but express the hope that deliberate pandering
to vicious instincts will encounter effective public disapproval or
yield to tIN Influence of a preponderant professional condemnation.

a
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Appendix B:.
The Television Code

Of The National .

Association Of
Broadcasters

Television is seen and heard in every type of American home. These
homes include children and adults of all ages, embrace all races and alt
varieties of religious faith, and reach those of every educational back-
ground. It is the responsibility of television to bear constantly in mind
that theAudience is primarily a home audience, and consequently that
television's relationship to the viewers is that between guest and host.

The revenues from advertising support the free, cpmpetitive Amen-
can system of telecasting and make available to-the-eyes and ears of
the American people the finest programs of infOrmation, education,
culture and entertainment. By law the television broadcaster is
responsible for the programming of his station. He, hovever, is obli-
gated to bring his positive responsibility for excellence and good taste
in programming to bear'upon all who have a hand in the productiOn
of programs, including networks, sponsors, producers of film and of
live pi-ograms, advertising agencies and talent agencies.

The American businesses which utilize television for conveying
their advertising-messages to the home by pictures with sound, seen
free-of-charge on the home screen, are reminded that their responsi,
bilities are not limited to the sale of goods and the creation of a
favorable attitude toward the sponsor by the presents ion of enter-
tainment, They include, as well, responsibility for utili ing television
to brin,g.the,best programs, regardless of kind, into encan homes.

Television and all who participate in it are jointly accoun\table to
the Arrierican ablic for respect for the special needs of children, for
community responsibility, for the advancement of education and
culture, for the acceptability of'the program materials chosen, for
decency and decorum in productibn, and for propriety in advertising,
This responsibility cannot be discharged by any given group of pro-
grams, but can be discharged only through/he highest standards of
respect for the American hop-ie, applied to every moment of every
program presented by teKision. ,
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In order that television programming may best serve the public
interest, viewers should be encouraged to make their criticisms and

--,,;
. pc.)sitive suggestions known-to the television broadcasters. Parents in

particular should be urged to see to it that out of the richness of
television fare,Gthe best programs are brought to the attention of
their children.

o

ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE,

1 Commercial teleyision provides a valuable means f augmenting
the educational and cultural influence of^school , institutions of
higher learning, the home, the churbh, museums, foundations
and Other institutions.devoted to education and culture. .

2. It is the responsibilityponsib'ility of a television broadcaster to call upon
such institutions for counsel and cooperation and to work with
them on the best methods of presenting edizi ational and cultural
materials by-television. It is fujther the respo sibtlity of stations,
networks, advertising agencies and sponsors orisciously to seek
opportunities for introducing into telecast factual materials
which will aid in the enlightenment of the American public.

3. Education via television may be taken to mean that process by
which the individual is brought toward informed adjustment to
his society. Television is also responsible for the presentation of
overtly instructional and cultural programs, schedUled so as to
reach the viewers who are naturally drawn to such programs, and
produced so as to attract the largest possible audience. :

4. The television broadcaster should be thoroughly conversant with
the educational and cultural needs id lires of the community
served.

5. He should affirmatively seek out responsible and accountable
educational and cultural institutions of the community with a ,,
view toward pro)iding opportunities for /he instruction and
enlightenment of the viewers.

6. He shOuld provide for reasonable experimentation in the develop-
mr4nt of programs specifically directed to the advancement of the
community's culture and education.

7. It is in the interest of television as a vital medium to encourage
.. and promote the broadcast of programs presenting genu e artistic

7 or literary material, valid moral and social issues, signif c, t con-
troversial and challenging concepts and other subject atter in-
volving adult themes. Accordingly, none of the provisions of this
code, including_those relating to the responsibility toward child-.'
ren, should be construed to prevent or impede their broadcast.
All such programs, however, should be broadcast with due regard
to the composition of the audience. The highest degree of care
should be exercised to preserve the integrity of such programs
and to ensure that the selection of themes, their treatment and
presentation aremade in good faith upon the basis of true instrucr

34
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tional ana entertainment values, and not for the purposes of
(;%., sensationalism, to shock or exploit the audience or to appeal to

prurient interests or morbid curiosity.

RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD CHILDREN

1. The educatioriof children involves giving them a sense of the
world at large. It is not enough that only those programs which
are intended f r viewing by children shall be suitable to the young
and immature. n addition, those programs which rnight be reason-
ably expected hold the attention of children and which are
broadcast dun times of the day when children may be normally

_expected to constitute a substantial part-of the audience should
be presented with due regard for their effect on children.

2. Such subjects as violence and sex shall be presented without un-
due emphasis,and only as required by plot development or charac-
ter-delineation. Crime should not be presented as attractive or as
a solution to human problems, and the inevitable retribution
should be Made clear.

3. The brbadcasters should afford opportunities for cultural growth
as well as for wholesome entertainment. .

4, He should develop programs to foster and promote the commonly
accepted moral, social and ethical ideals characteristic of American
life.

5. Programs should reflect respect for parents, for hcmorable behavior,
and for the constituted authorities of the American community.

6. Exceptional care should be.exercised with reference to kidnapping
or threats of kidnapping of children in order to avoid terrorizing
them.

7. Material which is excessively violent or would create morbid sus
pense,'or other undesirable reactions in children, should be
avoided.

8. Particular restraint and care in crime or mystery ep sodes involving
children or minors, should be exercised.

COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY

1. A television broadcaster and his staff occupy a position of respon-
sibility in the community and should conscientiously endeavor
lo be acquainted fully with its needs and characteristics in order
better to serve the welfare of its citizens. .

2. Requests for time for the placepcient of public service announce-
ments or programs should be cafefully reviewed with respect to-
the character and reputation'of, the group, campaign or organiza-
tion involved,.the public interest content of the message, and the
Manner of its presentation--
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GENERAL PROGRAM STANDARDS

r or

1. Program materials sho Id enlarge the horizons of the viewer, pro-
vide him with wholesome entertainment, afford helpful stimula-
tion, and remind hail of the responsibilities which the citizen has
'toward his society: The intimacy ancl confidence placed in televi-

s.
siolliemand of the broadcaster, the network and other program
sources that they be vigilant in protecting the audience from
deceptae program practices. .

2. Profanity, obscenity, smut and vulgarity are forbidden, even
when likely to be understood only. by part of the audience. From
time to time, words which have been acceptable, acquire unde-
sirable meanins and telecasters shOuld be-alert to eliminate such

`words. . . 4
3. Words (especially slang) derisive of any race; colorcreed, nation-

ality or national derivation, except wherein such usage.would be
for the specific purpose of effective dramatization such as com-
bating ce, are forbidden, even when likely to be understood,
only by part of the.audience: From time to lime, words which .r.

, .
have been acceptable, acquire Undesirable meanings, and tele-
casars should be alert to eliminate such words.

4. Racial or nationality types shall not be shoWn on television in
such a manner as to ridicule the race orAjtionality.

5. Attacks on religion and religious faiths are not qllowed. Rever
is to mark any mention of the name pf-pod, His attributes and
powers. When religious rites are included in.pther than religiOus
programs the rites shall be accurately presented. The qffice of
minister, priest or rabbi shall not be presented in such a manner
as to ridicule or impair its dignity. \

.

6. Respect is maintained for the sanctity of mQrriage and the value
of the home. Divorce is not treated casually«as a solution for
marital problems,

,-

7. In reference to pllWsical or'mental afflictions apd deformities,
special precautions must be taken to avoid ridiculing sufferers
from similar ailments and offending them or membersof their`

4, families. ,.
8. Exbessive or unfair exploitation of others or of their Physical or

mental afflictions shall not be presented 'as s praiseworthy..The 4

presentation,of cruelty, greed and selfishness as worthy mptiva-
tions is to be avoided. .

9. Law enforcement shall be upheld and, except where essential to
....

the program plots officers of the law portrayed with respect and
dignity. ...

10. Legal, medical and other If ofessional advice, diagnosis and treat-
ment will be permitted only in conformity with law and recog-
nized ethical and professional standards. :

11. The use of animals both in the production of television programs
and as part of television program content, shall at all times, be
in conformioPwith accepted standards of humane treatment.

,
.
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12 ,Criminallty shall be presented as undesirable and unsympathetic.
The 'condoning of crime and the treatment of the commission of
crime in a frivolous, cynical or callous manner is unacceptable
The jfieseTitation of techniques of crime in such detail as to
invite imitation shall be avoided.

13. The presentation of murder or revenge as a motive for, murder
shall not be presented as justifiable.

14. Suicide as an acceptable solution forThuman problems is
prohibited.

15. Illicit sex relations are not treated as commendable. Sex crimes
and abnormalities are generally unacceptable as program material.
The use of locations closely associated with sexual life or with
sexual sin must be governed by good taste and delicacy.
Drunkenness should never be prilinted as desirable or prevalent.
The use of liquor in program content shall be de-emphasized.
The consumption of liquor in American life, when not required
by. the plot or fo proper characterization, shall not be shown.

17. Narcotic addiction, shall not be presented except as a vicious
habit. The admini,gtration of illegal drri will not be displayed.

18. The use of gamlailing devices or scenes ne sary to the develop-
ment of plot or as appropriate background.' acceptable only
when presented with discretion and in mod ration, and in a
manner which would not excite interest i , or foster, betting nor
be instructional in nature.

19. Telecasts, of actual sports programs at which on-the-Scene betting
is permitted by law should be presented in a manner in keeping
with federal, state and local laws, and shOuld concentrate on
the subject as a public sporting event.

20 Exhibitions of fortune-telling, occultism, astrology, phrenology, I

palmreading and numeloiogy are 'acceptabl hen required
by plot, or the theme of a program, and th n the pres tation
should be developed in a manner designed not to foster super-
stition or excite interest or belief in these subjects.,

21. Quiz and similar programs that areiresented as contests of
owledge, information, skill or luA must, in fact, be genuinr

conte e resu s must not be controlled by collusion with
or between co s ants, or any other; action which will favor oQe
contestant against any other.

22.' No prog m shall be presented in a manner which through artifice
or sim tion would mislead the audience as to any marial fact.
Eac roadcaster must exercise reasonable judgement to deter-
mine whether a particular method of presentation would con-

.... stitute a material deception, or would be accepted by the audience'
as normal theatrical illusion.

23. The appearance or dramajization of persons featured in actual
crime news will be permitted only in such light as to aid law
enforcement or to report the news event.
The Use of horror for its own sake will be eliminated; the use of
visuaor aural effects which would shock or alarm the viewer, 4 45
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and the detdiled presentation of brutality or physical agony by
sight or by sound are not permissable.

25. Contests may not constitute a lottery.,
26. Any telecasting designed to "buy" the television audience by

requiring it to listen and/or view in hope of reward rather, than
for the quality of the program, should be avo

27. Th costuming of all performers shall be hin the bounds of
pro riety and shall avoid such exposure sr such emphasis on
ana bmical detai1 as would embarrasss offend home viewers.

28 Thenovements of 'dancers, actors, or other performers shall be
kept within the bounds of decency, a d lewdness and impro-, priet shall not be suggested in the positions assumecy,
perf rmers.

29 Cam ra angles shall avoid such views 1 performers as to empha-
size a atomical details indecently.

30. The u e of the television medium transmit information of any
kind yithe use of the process c lied "subliminal perception,"
or by he use of any similar technique whereby an attempt is
made o convey information to the viewer by transmitting
messa es below the threshold Normal awareness, is not
permit ed.

31. The br adcaster shall be constantly alert to prevent activities
that m y lead to such practices as the use of scenic proprieties,
the cho ce and identification of prizes, the selection of music.
and oth r creative program elements and inclusion of any
identifi toon of commercial products or services, their trade
names o'r advertising slogans, within a program dedicated by
factors oTher than the requirements of the program itself. The
acceptan e of cash payments or other considerations in return
for inclu ing any of the aboye within the program is prohibited
except in accordance with Sec'tions 317 and 508 of the,
Commun cations Act.

32. A televisi n'broadcaster should not present fictional events or,other,non news material as authentic news telecasts or announce-
ments, no should he permit dramatizations in any program
which wo Id give the false impression that the drainatized
material c nstitutes news. Expletives, (presented aurally or
pictorally) "flash" or "bulletin" and statements such as
"we interr it this program to bring you'. . ." should be reserved
specifically or clews room use. However, a television broad-
casthr may croperl,y exercise discretion in the use of non-news,
programs of words or phrase's which do not necessarily imply
that the mat nal following is a news release.

I
,TREAT ENT1OF NEWS AND PUBLIC EVENTS.

.1. A television s tion's news schedule should be adequanct Well-
balanced.

.4*
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2. News reporting should be factual, fair and without bias.
3. A television broadcaster should exercise particular discrimination

in the acceptance, placement and presentation of advertising in
news prpgrams so that such advertising should be clearly cii4-
tinguishable from the news content.

4: A/ all.times, pictorial and verbal material for both news and I......_
comment should conform to other sections of these standakds,
wherever such sections are reasonably applicable.

5. Good taste should prevail in the selection and, handling of ne\ks.
Morbid, sensational or alarming details not essential to the factual'
report, especially in connection with stories of,,crime or Sex,

5 . shOuld bwvoided News should be telecast in such a manner as
' to avoid panic and unnecessary alarm.
6. Commentary and analysis should be clearly identified as such.
7. Pictorial material should be chosen with care and not presented

in a misleading manner. .

A 8 iyl news interview programs should be governed by accepted
standards of ethical journalism, under which the interviewer selects
the questions to be asked. Where there is advance agreement
materially restricting an important or noteworthy area of ques-
tioning, the interviewer will state on the program that such limita-
tion hasbeen greed upon. Such disclosure should be made if the
person being interviewed requires that questions be submitted in

4- adv,6nce or if-he participates in editing a recording of the inter-

K

1.

view prior to its use on the air
9. A television broadcaster should exercise due care in his supervi-

sion of content, format, and presentation of newscasts originated
by his station, and in his selection of newscasters, commentators
and-analysts.

ow.

PUBLIC EVENTS

(A television broadcaster has an affirmative responsibility at all
times to be informed.of public events, and to provide coverage
consonant with the ends of an informed and enlightened
citizenry.

2. The tr atment of such events by a television broadcaster should
prow e aquate and informed coverage.

CONTROVERSIAL PUBLIC ISO.ES

1. ,Television provides a valuable forum for the expression of
responsible views on public issues of a controversial nature. The
television broadcaster should seek out and develop with account-
able individuals, groups and organizations, programs relating to
controversial public issues of import to his fellow citizens, and
to give fair representation to opposing sides of issues which
materially affect the life or welfare of.a substantial segment of

4 n
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the public
2 Requests by individuals, groups or organizations for time to dis-

cuss their views on controversial public issues, should be con-
sidered on the basis of their individual .merits, and in the light of
the contribution which the use requested would make to the

ubfic 141.erest, and to a well-balanced program structure.
3 Programs devoted to thc discussion of controversial public issues

should be identified as such. They should not be presented in a
manner which would mislead listeners or viewers to believe that
the program is purely of an entertainment, news or other
character.

4 Broadcasts in which stations express their own opinions about
issues of general public interest should lot clearly identified as

-editorials. They should be unmistakably identified as statements
of station opinion and should be appropriately distinguished
from news and other program material-.

POLITICAL TELECASTS

Political telecasts should be clearly identified as such They should
not be presented by a television broadcaster In a manner which would
mislead listeners or viewers to believe that the program is of any other
character.

(Ref.: Communications Act Of 1934, as amended, Secs. 315 and 317",
and FCC Rules and Regulatipns, Sacs. 3.654,3.657;3.633, as
discussed in NA B's "A Political Catechism.").

RElitOUS PROGRAMS

1. I t is the responsbili*of a television broadcaster to make avail-
able to the communi*appropriate opportunity for religious
pre'sentationse.

2. Telecasting which reaches'men of all creeds simultaneously
should avoid attacks upon religion.

3. Religious programs should be presented respectfully and accu-
rately andlswithout prejudice or ridicule.

4. Religious programs should be presented by responsibleindivid-
uals, groups and organizations.

5. ReligicAs Orograms should place emphasis on broad religious
truths, excluding the presentation of controversial or partisan
views not directly or necess'arOyTelated to religion or morality.

6. In the allocation of time for telecasts of religious rograms the
television station should use its best efforts to apipo non such
time fairly among the representative faith groups of i
correnunity.

so.
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GENERAL ADVERTISING STANDARDS

.' This 1. establisheS basic taindards for all television broadcast-
ing. T principles of acceptability and good taste within the
Progr. m Standards section govern the presentation of advertising
w'her applicable.. In addition, the Code establishes in this section
spe at standards which apply to television advertising

2. ommercial television broadcaster makes his facilities available
or the advertising of products and servicesAd accepts
al presentations for such advertising. However, a television

broadcaster should, in recognition of his responsibilities to the
public, refuse the facilities of his station to an advei-tiser where
he has good reason to, doubt the integrity of the advertiser, the -

truth of the advertising representations, or the-compliance of the",
advertiser with the spirit and purpose of all applicable legal0
requirements.

3. Identification of sponsorship must be made in all sponsored pro-
grams in accordance with the requirements of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, and the Rules and Regulations of the
Federal Communications Commission.

4. In consideration of the customs and attitudes of the communities
served, each television broadcaster should refuse his facilities to
the advertisement of products and serwices,i or the use of adver-
tising scripts, which the station has good r4son to believe would
be objectionable to a substantial and responsible segment of the
community These standard's should be applied with judgement
and flexibihty, taking into consideration the characteristics of
the medium, its home and family audience, and the form and
content of the particular. presentation.

5 The advertising of hard liquost (distilled spirits). is not acceptable.
6. The advertising of beer and wines is.acceptable only when pre-

sented in the best of good taste and discretion, and is acceptable
only subject to federal and local laws.

7. Advertising by institutions pr enterprises which,in the offers of
instruction imply promises of employment or make exaggerated
claims for the opportunities awaiting those who enroll for courses
is generally unacceptable:

8 The advertising of firearms and fireworks is acceptable only
subject to Federal and local laws.

9. The advertising of fortune-telling, occultism, astrorogy, phre-
nology, palm-reading, numerology, mind reading, character
reading or subjects of a like nature is not permitted.

10. Because all products of )a personal nature create special problems,
such productS, whenletepied, should be treated with especial
emphasis on ethics and the canons of gdod taste. Such advertising

- of personal products as is accepted must be presented in a
restrained and obviously inoffensive manner. The advertising of
particularly intimate products which ordinarily are not freely
.

41
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mentioned or discussed is not acceptable. (See Television Code
Interpretation No. 4)

11. The advertising of tip sheets, race track publications, or organize-
tiOns seeking to advertise for the purpose of ,giving odds or pro-
moting betting or lotteries is unacceptable.

12. An advertiser who markets more than oRe produtt should not be
permitted to use advertising copy devoted to an acceptable
product for purposes of publicizing the brand name or other
identification of a product which is not acceptable.

13. "Bait-switch" advertising, whereby goods or services which the
advertiser has no intention of selling are offered merely to lure
the customer into purchasing higher-priced substitutes, is not
acceptable.

PRESENTATION OF ADVERTISING

1. Advertising messages should be presented with courtesy and
good taste, disturbing or annoying material should be avoided,
every. effort should be made to keep the advertising message in
harmony with the content and general toneof the program in
which it appears.

2. The role and capability of television to market sponsors' products
are well recognized. In turn, this fact dittates that great care be
exercised by the broadcaster to prevent the presentation of
false, misleading or deceptive advertising. While it is entirely
appropriate to present a product in a favoriple light and atmos-
phere, the presentation must not, by copy or demonstration,
involve a material deception as to the characteristics, perform-
ance or appearance of the product.

3. The broadcaster and the advertiser should exercise special caution
with the content and presentation of television commercials
plated in or near programs designed for children, Exploitiation
of children should be avoided. Commercials directed to children
should in no way mislead as ,to the product's performance and
usefulness.
Appeals involving matters of health which should be determined
by physicians should not be directed primarily to children.

4.- Appeals to help fictitious characters in television programs by
purchasing the advertiser's product or service or sending for a
premium should not be permitted, and such fictitious characters ,
should not be introduced into the advertising message for such
purposes.

5. Commercials for services or over-the-counter products involving
health considerations are of intimate and far-reaching importance
to the consumer. The following principles should apply to such
advertising.

a. Physicians, dentists Or nurses, or actors representing physicians,

4



dentists or n rses shall not be employed directly or by impli-
cation. Thes restrictions also apply to persons professionally
engaged in m dical services (e.g., physical therapists, phar.rna-
cists, ental a sistants, nurses' aides).

b. Visu represe tations of laboratory settings may be employed,
pr ided they b ar a direct relationship to'bona fide.research
which has bee conducted for the product or service.,(See
-Code X, 10.) I uch cases, laboratory technicians shall be
employed as s okesmen or in any other way speak pn behalf
ofthe product.

c. Institutional a nouncements not intended to sell a specific
product or sery ce to the consumer and public service announce-

.
ments by non-p ofit organizations ma be presented by
accredited phys clans, dentists or nu es, subject to approval
by the broadcas er. An accredite professional is one who has
met required qu I ifications and has been licensed in his resident
state.

6. Advertising copy sh
competitors, compe
or institutions.

7. A sponsor's advertis
framework of the sp
caster should avoid t
are divorced from th
tion of the program
announcements) or b

uld contain no claims dealing unfairly with
ing products, or other industries, professions

ng messages shoCild be confined within the
nsor's program structure. A television broad-
e use of commercial announcements which
program either by preceding the introduc-
s in the case of so-called "cow= catcher"
following the apparent sign-off of the
of so-called trailer or "hitch-hike"
is end, the program itself shouldbe
identified, both audio and video, before\
g material is first used, and should be
nd video, after the sponsor's advertising

progr,
annoi
annot

m as in the cas
cements). To t
ced and clearly

the sponsor's advertise
signed off, both audio
material is last used.

8. Since advertising by tel
sion broadcaster should
devices so that the spirit
fulfilled.

9. A charge for television ti
not recommended.

10. Reference to the results
relating to the product t
a manner so as to Create
established by the work t

vision is a dynamic technique,b televi-
keep under surveillance new advertising
and purpose of these standards ore

11,

e to churches and religious bodies is

f bona fide research, surveys or tests
be advertised shall not be presented in

impression of fact beyond.that
at has been conducted. .
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ADVERTISING OF MEDICAL PRODUCTS

1. The advertiging of medical products presents conside'rations of
intimate and far-reaching importance to the consumer because
of the direct bearing biTfils health.

2. Because of the personal nature of,tHe advertising of medical
products, claims that a product will effect a cure ap
criminate use of such words as "safe," "without risk," "harmless,"
or terms of similar meaning should not be accepted in the adver-
tising of medical products on television stations.

3. A television broadcaster should not accept advertising material
which in his opinion offensively describes or dramatizes distress
or morbid situations involving ailments, by spoken word, sound
or visual effects:

CONTESTS;

1. Contests shall be conducted with fairness fo all entrants, and
shall comply with all pertinent laws and regulations. Care should
be taken to'avoid the concurrent use of the three elements which
togelher constitute a lottery prize, chance and consideration.

2. All contest details, including rules, oligibifity requirements, open-
ing and termination dates should be clearly and completely
announced and/or shown, or easily accessible to the viewing
public, and the winner's names should be released and prizes
awarded as soon as possible after thp.close of the contest.

3. When advertising is accepted which requests contestants to sub-
mit items of product identlfication or other evidence of purchase
of products, reasonable facsimiles thereof should be made accept-
able unless the award is based upon skill and not upon chance.

4. All copy pertaining to any contest (except that which is required
by law) associated with the exploitation or sale of the sponsor's
product or service-, and all reference to prizes or gifts offer-lid.' n
such connection should be considered part of and included in the
total time allowance as herein provided: (See Time Standards for
Advertising Copy.)

PREMIUMS AND OFFERS

Fjll details of proposed offers should be required-by the televi-
sion broadcaster for investigation arid approved before the first
announcement of the offer is made to the publitr

2. A final gate for the termination of an offer should be announced
as far in advance as possible,

3. Before accepting for telecast offers involving a monetary con-
sideration, a`television broadcaster should satisfy, himself as to
the integrity of the advertiser and the advertiser's willingness to
honor complaints indicating diSsatisfaction with the premium,by
returning-thyndnetary consideration:
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`4. There should be no misleading descriptions or ,visual representa-
tions of any premiums or gifts which would distort or enlarge
their value in the minds of the'viewers.

5. Assurances should be obtained from the advertiser that premiums
offered are not harmful to persons or property.

6. Premiums should not be approved which appeal to superstition
on the basis of "luck-bearing" powers or otherwise.

TIME STANDARDS FOR ADVERTISING

In accordance with good telecast advertising practice, the time
standards for commercial material are as follows.

1 Prime Time
Definition: A continuous period Of not less than three evening
hours per broadcast day as designated by the station.
Commercial material for both individually sponsOred and partici)-
patron programs in prime time shall not exceed 17.2 percent of
any hour.
Commercial material in prime time'includes billboards, public
service announcements, promotional announcements for other
programs as well as commercial Corn.

2. Non-Prime Time
Definition All time other than prime time.''
C,orrimercial material for both individually sponsored and parti-
cipation programs within any 30.minute time eriod in non-
prime time may not exceed six minutes plus st On break time.
Commercial material for all other periods of tim all not
exceed this ratio, except that individual programs o ive minutes
duration may include commercial material not in excess f one
minute 15 seconds and individual programs of 10 minute dura-
tion may include commercial 'material not in excess of tw
minutes 10 seconds. .

Not more than three announcements shall lae scheduled Consecu-
tively. Commercial material in non-prime time does not include
public service announcements, promotional announcepents for
other programs, and opening and closing "billboards" which give
program'or sponsor identification.

' 3. Station Breaks
In prime time, a station break shall consist oQhot more,than two
announcements plus non-commercial copy such as station iden-
tification or public service announcements. Total station break
time in any 30-minute period may, not exceed one minute and
10 seconds.
In other than prime time station breaks shall consist of not more
than,two'announcements plus the conventional sponsored 10-
second ID. Station break announcdjnent §shall not adversely r)

affect a preceding or following progr m.

. .
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4. Prize IdentificatiOn
: Reasonable and limited identification of prize and statement of

the donor's name Nivithin formats wherein 'the presentation of
contest awards or prizes is a necessary and integral part of pro-
grarh content shall not be included as commercial time within
the meaning of paragraphs one'and two above; however, any
aural or visual resentation concerning the product or its donor,
over and beyond such identification and statement, shall be
inclyded as commercial tithe within the meaning of paragraph
one above. (See Television Code Interpretation No. 5).

5. Care should be exercised in the select on, placement and integ-
ration of non-program material in order to avoid adversely
affecting the program content or diminishing audience interest:

6 Programs presenting women's services, features, shopping guides,
fashion shows, demonstrations and similar material with genuine
audience interest provide special services to the viewing pubric
in which what ordinarily might"be considered advertising material
is an informative and necessary part of the program content.
Because of this, the Time Standards may be waived to a reason-
able extent and limited frequency.
The Code Authority will evaluate each such program on its own
merits.

7. Except for normal guest identifications, any casual reference by
talent in a,program to another's product or service under any
trade name or language sufficient to identify irs.hould be
condemned and discouraged. ,

8. Stationary backdrops or properties in television presentations
showing the'sponsor's name or product, the name of his product,
his trade-mark or slogan may be used only incidentally. They
should not obtrude on program interest or entertainment. "On
Camera" shotsof such materials should be fleeting, not too
frequent, and mindful of the need of maintaining a proper
program balance

9. Each opening and closing billboard, regardless.of the number of'
sponsors, shall not exceed 10 seconds in program periods of one
half-hour or less, or in the ratio of 10 seconds of opening and
Closing billboard per 30 minutes of program- time in periods
exceeding 30 minutes, provided that a billboard for any one
sponsor at no time shall exceed 20 seconds in programs exceed.
ing 30 minutes.

10. Billboardlanguage may not include a commercial message and
should be confined to the sponsor'' name, product and estab-,
lished claim or slogan. Billboards should not mention contests,
premiums74offers of special sales.

I
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AppendixD
The Radio Code

(National Association of Radio the Television*Broadcaster,*1937)
Selected Excerpts

ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION ARID CULTURE. Because radio
is an integral part of American life, there is inherent in radio broad-
casting a continuing opportunity to enrich the experience of living
through the advancement of education and culture. The radio broad-
caster in augmenting the eional and cultural influences of the
home, the Church, schoolsinstitutions of higher learning and other
entities devoted to education and culture

1 Should be thoroughly conversant with the educatio'nal and
cultural needs and aspirations of the community served. -

2. 'Should cooperate with the responsible and accountabduca-
tional and cultural entities of the community to rirovide
enlightenment of listeners.

3. Should engage in experimental efforts designed to advance the
comrrwnity's cultural and educational interests.

NEWS. Radio is unique in its capacity to reach the largest number of
people first with reports on current events. This competitiveadvan-
tage bespeaks caution being first is not as important as being right:
The following .standards are predicated upon that viewpoint.

1. News Sburcee Those responsible for news on radio should
exercise constant .professional care in the selection of sources
for the integrity of the news and consequent good reputation of
radio as a dominant news medium depend largely upon the
reliability of such sources.

2. Newscasting News reporting should be factual and objective'.
3. Commentaries andAnalyses Special obligations devolve upon

those who analyze and/or comment upon news developments,
and management should be satisfied completely that the task is
to be performed in the best interest of the listening public.
Programs of news analysis and commentary should be clearly
identified as such, distinguishing them from straight news
reporting.
Editorializing Some station ergs their rights to express
opinions about matters of pu lic interest. Implicit in these
efforts to provide leadership in matters of public consequence
and to lend proper authority to the station's standing in the ,

community it serves; is an equal obligation to provide oppor-
tunity for qualified divergent viewpOints. /I
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The reputation Of a station for honesty and accuracy in
editorializing depends upon willingness to expose-its convic-
tions to fair rebuttal.
Station editorial comment should be,clearly identified as such.
Good taste should prevail in the election of and handling of
news. Morbid, sensational and alarming details not essential
to factual reportershould be avoided.
News should be broadcast in such a manner as to avoid
creation of panic and unnecessary alarm. ,
Broadcasters should be diligent in their supervision of content,
format and presentation of news broadcasts. Equal diligence
should be exercised in selection of editors and reporters who
direct news gathering and dissemination, since the station's

.performance in this vital informational field depends largely
upon them.
Sound effects and expressions characteristically associated
with news broadcasts (such as "bulletins," "flash," etc )
should be reserved-for announcement of news, and the use of
any deceptive techniques in connection With fictional events
and non-news programs should not be employed.
A broadcaster, in allotting time for the presentation of public

-,issues, should exert every effdrt to insurecLuality of
opportunity.

' Time should be allotted with due regard to allelemnts (Of
bala,nced program schedules, and to the degree of interest on
the-part of the public in the questions to be presented or dis-
cussed. (To discuss "to sift or examine by presenting con-
siderations pro and c n.") The broadcaster should limit
participation in publi issuesfo those qualified, recognized
and properly identifi groups or individuals whose opinions
will assist the general ptiblic In reaching conclusions.
Presentation of public issues should beclearly identified. .

PRESENTATION OF ADVERTISING. The advancing techniques of
the broadcpst art have shown that the quality and proper integrate in
of advertising copy are just as important as measurement in time. The

,measure of a station's service to its audience is-determined by its over-,
all performance, rather than by any individual segment of its broadcast
day.

. c
. While any number of-products may be advertised by a single spon-

sor within the specified time standards, advertising copy for these

peOduCts should be presented within the framework of the prOgram
structure. Accordingly, the use on such programs-of simulated spot
announcements which are divorced from the program by preceding
the introduction of the program itself, or by f011owirig its apparent'
sign,off should be avoided. To t1is end, the program itself should be
announced and clearly identified before the use of what have been
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,known as "cow-catcher" announcements and the programs should
be signed off after what have been known as "hitch-hike"
announcements.
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